
Elegance, warmth and efficiency come together  

in this versatile gas fireplace insert available with  

a variety of faces to suit any style.  

raVenna™ direct-Vent GaS Fireplace inSert 
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■  The hearth is the center of the home. Nothing draws family and friends together like the slow dance and radiant warmth 

of a fire. The Ravenna™ direct-vent gas insert offers the convenience of gas, the look of a real wood fire and a variety of face 

options to enhance any décor. The Ravenna is available in two heating capacities—33,000 or 40,000 BTUs—to meet your  

unique home heating needs. Approved to fit most zero-clearance factory-built and masonry fireplaces, the Ravenna  

fireplace insert turns your standard fireplace into a cost-effective heat source and warm, beautiful gathering place.  ■

Ravenna™ shown with Foundry face, Standard surround and Architectural Stone liner.
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The Arch face, with its soft curve, creates the perfect frame 
for a dancing fire. A variety of finishes and insets allows you 
to customize your insert to fit your unique home and lifestyle. 
Choose from four different finishes (Gold, Brushed Nickel, 
Black Nickel and Black) and four different insets (Aspen™, Napa™, 
Pacific™ and Tuscan™) to build the perfect face for your décor.

The Screen face has a clean aesthetic, accented with soft  
curves and a screen to diffuse the light of the dancing flames. 
The understated design of the face allows it to fit naturally into 
almost any style of home. With subtle elegance, the Screen face 
brings the timeless appeal of an open wood-burning fireplace 
to your home and provides a barrier to prevent direct contact 
with the hot glass surface.

Note: The Screen face may be used with or without  
a surround (see dealer for details).

arcH FACE

Screen FACE

Aspen™

inSet deSiGnS

aVailaBle FiniSHeS

Napa™

Pacific™

Tuscan™

Gold brushed 
Nickel

black 
Nickel

black

Ravenna™ shown with brushed Nickel Arch face, black Nickel  
Aspen insets, Standard surround and Architectural Stone liner.

Ravenna™ shown with Screen face and Standard surround.
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The clean, understated lines of the Traditional face 
complement any room and any décor. Choose from  
three different finishes to achieve the perfect look.

The Foundry™ face, with its hand-hammered Black Nickel 
straps, provides a rustic elegance to any home. Each face 
is individually crafted and forged by hand, making it a 
truly unique piece. The Foundry is more than a face—it  
is a work of art that will be enjoyed for years to come.

traditiOnal FACE

FOundry™ FACE

Gold

black

brushed Nickel

aVailaBle FiniSHeS

Ravenna™ shown with black Traditional face, Standard surround  
and Architectural Stone liner.

Ravenna shown with Foundry face, Standard surround  
and Architectural Stone liner.

Note: The Foundry™ face may be used with or without  
a surround (see dealer for details).
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For homeowners who prefer a more modern look and 
feel, the steel-constructed Contemporary face provides 
an ideal option. By eliminating the grilles, the clean 
lines keep the focus on the dancing flames and glowing 
embers. The sleek design and minimalist presentation, 
available in Black and Mink, are also pleasantly versatile  
to integrate with a variety of today’s style trends.  

caSt pillar FACE

cOnteMpOrary FACE

Few materials provide the strength and elegance of 
cast iron. The Cast Pillar face, with delicate Filigree 
grilles or with the more contemporary Bar grilles, will 
complement and anchor any room. The dimension and 
beauty of a cast face and a large bay window combine 
to create a striking piece of architecture for your home.

Cast Pillar face with bar grilles

Cast Pillar face with Filigree grilles

Ravenna shown with Mink Contemporary face and Zen Garden liner.

Ravenna™ shown with Cast Pillar face, bar grilles, Cast surround,  
and Tan brick liner.

Contemporary face

aVailaBle FiniSHeS

black Mink
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cuStOMiZe tO yOur taSte
STEP 1: BTU LEVEL

Match the area you want to heat with the BTUs required. 

STEP 2: FACE

E) Cast Pillar

C) Screen**       D) Foundry™

A) Arch      

Cast Pillar face with Filigree grilles Cast Pillar face with bar grilles

B) Traditional      

F) Contemporary      

Aspen™

Napa™

Pacific™

Tuscan™

Gold black

Choose your face color and choose your inset color. 
All faces and insets available in black, brushed 
Nickel, black Nickel and Gold.

STEP 4: SURROUND AND TRIM

black 
(Standard) 

Nickel 
(Option)

Gold 
(Option)

TrimStandard surround

Cast surround

Available for use with 
Cast Pillar face only

Choose your surround and trim.

Choose your face and finish. 

STEP 3:  LINER (required)

Red brick

Architectural Stone

Choose a brick liner to customize your insert.

40,000 BTUs33,000 BTUs
500–1,500 SQ. FT.* 900–2,000 SQ. FT.*

RAVENNA™ DIRECT-VENT

30,000 BTUs
500–1,500 SQ. FT.*

DESIGNER™ B-VENT

 * Square-feet heating capacities are approximations only. Local conditions such as elevation, wind, vent configuration 
and choice of fuels will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance can also vary 
with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories 
chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance is operated.

**Provides a barrier to prevent direct contact with the hot glass surface.

brushed Nickel

Zen Garden

black finish Mink finish

STEP 5: THERMOSTAT (optional)

Adjust the comfort level of your 
room with a convenient wall-
mounted thermostat or a versatile 
remote thermostat.

UNIT-MOUNTED 
CONTROLS

WIRELESS  
REMOTE

TCC WIRELESS  
REMOTE

MANUAL ON/OFF ● ● ●

REMOTE ON/OFF ● ●

bURNER CONTROL MANUAL MANUAL REMOTE
bLOWER CONTROL MANUAL MANUAL REMOTE
REMOTE THERMOsTAT ● ●

sMART CONTROL ●

Tan brick
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From the convenience of your sofa, you can use your Total Comfort Control™ remote to adjust  
the room temperature around the exact area where you are relaxing. Six heat and blower settings 
give you precise control to efficiently heat the space around you. 

Fireplaces balance aesthetics with heat. While a large flame is pleasing, it can quickly overheat 
the room. If you turn it off, you lose the enjoyment of the flame. The smart setting on your Total 
Comfort Control remote conserves fuel by automatically lowering flame height as the room 
approaches the desired temperature, so you don’t have to make continuous adjustments.

Standard FeatureS

Variety of faces and finishes available to complement a broad 
range of architectural styles

Electronic ignition system with battery backup—still ignites  
and heats during a power outage

High-detail log set and realistic fireplace depth

State-of-the-art burn technology provides the flame  
appearance of an authentic wood-burning fire

One-touch On/Off switch for easy operation

Temperature-activated 155-CFM blower to circulate warmth  
in your home

Heavy, 14-gauge aluminized steel firebox construction  
for years of reliable operation

Approved for zero-clearance (metal) and masonry fireplaces

Easy-access controls with hinged door and labeled controls

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Backed by the Good Housekeeping Seal

OptiOnal acceSSOrieS

Wireless On/Off remote with integrated thermostat

Wireless Total Comfort Control remote system

Propane conversion kit
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Traditional surround ships with black trim.  
Gold or nickel surround trim kits available.

STANDARD SURROUND  
(THREE PIECES)
29"H x 41"W  

29"H x 48"W 

33"H x 41"W  

33"H x 48"W

MiniMuM Fireplace OpeninG

STANDARD SURROUND 
(ONE PIECE)
29"H x 41"W

 

CAST SURROUND
30"H x 45-1/2"W

 RAVENNA 
FRONT WIDTH 31-1/2"  
HEIGHT 19-1/2" 
REAR WIDTH 18"  
DEPTH 16" 

clearanceS inSert SurrOundS

 RAVENNA 33 RAVENNA 40
F 31-1/2" 35-1/2"
G 25-1/2" 25-1/2"

 RAVENNA 33 RAVENNA 40
H 0" 2" 4" 0" 2" 4"
J 13" 10" 0" 14" 10" 0"

Hearth protection to be min. 3/8" (10mm)-thick  
non-combustible or equivalent, with a k factor of .84.

C

b

A

A FRONT WIDTH  31-1/4" 
B OVERALL UNIT HEIGHT TO TOP 19-3/8" 
 OF 3" FLUE COLLAR
C  UNIT DEPTH   15-7/8" 
D REAR HEIGHT TO CENTERLINE  18-1/2" 
 OF 3" FLUE COLLAR
E DEPTH TO CENTERLINE OF 3" 13-3/8"  
  FLUE COLLAR 

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

raVenna™ diMenSiOnS SpeciFicatiOnS

PC67577

IMPORTANT NOTES:

As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot 
during operation. Read and understand all operating instructions before using 
this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.

Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel 
will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance 
can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of 
fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation 
and how the appliance is operated.

Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation 
instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and 
prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.

A

C

C

Db

E

EnerChoice designation applies  
to Ravenna fireplace insert.

HEARTH 
HEIGHT

COMbUSTIbLE MANTEL

EXISTING FIREPLACE HEARTH

H

F

G

F

G

H

J

RAVENNA™ 33 DIRECT-VENT GAS INSERT
HEATING CAPACITY* 500–1,500 sq. FT.
INsERT WEIGHT 151 Lbs.
bTU INPUT NATURAL GAs HIGH 33,000 / LOW 24,000 

LP GAs (PROPANE) HIGH 33,000 / LOW 24,00
CANADIAN ENERGUIDE NATURAL GAs 65.55% 
RATING LP GAs (PROPANE) 67.80% 
sTEADY-sTATE EFFICIENCY** 83%–86%
bLOWER 155-CFM VARIAbLE-sPEED

bLOWER (sTANDARD)
VENT PIPE COLINEAR 3" FLEX VENT

RAVENNA™ 40 DIRECT-VENT GAS INSERT
HEATING CAPACITY* 900–2,000 sq. FT.
INsERT WEIGHT 151 Lbs.
bTU INPUT NATURAL GAs HIGH 40,000 / LOW 28,000  

LP GAs (PROPANE) HIGH 37,500 / LOW 26,000 
CANADIAN ENERGUIDE NATURAL GAs 67.17%  
RATING LP GAs (PROPANE) 69.07%
sTEADY-sTATE EFFICIENCY** 83%–86%
bLOWER 155-CFM VARIAbLE-sPEED

bLOWER (sTANDARD)
VENT PIPE COLINEAR 3" FLEX VENT

NOTE: The Ravenna 33/40 gas insert is shipped as a 40,000-bTU unit. An optional kit enables field conversion to 
33,000-bTU. There is only one insert model number.

 * Square-feet heating capacities are approximations only. Local conditions such as elevation, wind, vent configuration 
and choice of fuels will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance can also vary 
with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories 
chosen, chimney installation and how the appliance is operated.

**Efficiency varies slightly with various pipe configurations.




